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Surface conductiVity of freshly cleaved mica 
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The surface tonductivity of freshly cleaved muscovite and phlogopite miCBS has beel\ 

determined at room temperature. It has been observed that freshly cleaved rnieR hall 
hieher conductivity tha.D unsplit mica. 

ITRODUCTION \ 

From their crystallographic study Metsik & Zhidikhanov (1958) ha* 
shown the presence of partiy bound water molecules in the interbloc~ 
layer of muscovite crystal through which contact between individual' 
blocks is established at a number of points. On splitting the mica crys
tals along their cleavage planes, separation of heterogeneous particles 
occur, and the surfaces become electri6.ed (Metsik 1959-60). The freshlv 
split mica specimen may thus be regarded as a composite dielectric 
consisting of the mica specimen and a charged layer of partiy bound 
water molecules. In an earlier communication (Dhar 1966) it. has been 
reported that the presence of partly bound layer of water molecules on 
the surface of freshly split muscovite mica was responsible for the increase 
of its dissipation factor over that of unsplit muscovite mica. 

When a solid insulating material is stressed by a steady electrical 
potential, there is flow of leakage conduction current not only throughout 
its volume but also along its surfaces. Semenov & Chirkov (1946) and 
Chirkov (1947) have observed that the surface conduction in mica is 
due to flow of current through a 6.lm of moisture adsorbed or other 
conducting material present on the surface of mica. Presence of layer 
of partly bound water molecules on the surface of freshly split mica may 
be expected to have some effect on the surface conduction in mica. This 
communication reports the finding of some observations on the surface 
conductivity of freshly cleaved muscovite and phlogopite micas· 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Megohmmeter (Model RM 160) of British Physical Laboratories was 
used for measurement of surface conductivity of mica. Accuracy of 
measurement was within 6%. Electrode system employed was similar to 
that described by Lacoste (1965). Highly polished brass electrodes were 
used to ensure intimate contact with test specimen. The surface 
conductance was measured between two parallel blocks of brass 
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el~ctrodeB placed on the surface of th~ test specimen at a gap of 
25 mm. The low potential electrode was the guarded electrode. In 
order to concentrat~ th~ field near the surface, we placed an elec
trode on the other side of the .ample and it Was connected with the 
guard electrode The el~tric stress applied was 500 volts d.c. All 
measurements were made at room temperature, 30 ± I'C, and relative 
humidity 25 to 30%. 

After the electrical measurement was over, the thickness of the sample 
was determined with a micrometer correct to ± 0.001 mm. 

The surface conductivity was calculated from the following formula 

a,= O • • -~ 
where 

a" is the surface conductivity in mho, G., conductance in mho, 9 the 
distance between electrodes is in em and b the breadth of the electrode 

is aiso in cm. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The surface conductivities of a few unsplit mica samples have been 
presented in table I. (These samples were dried in a desiccator for 48 
hours before any measurement taken on them). This shows that in the 
experimental technique adopted the thickness of the test specimen had but 
little effect on the surface conductivity. In table 2 are given the results of 
the surface conductivity of muscovite and phlogopite mica immediately 
after splitting to different thicknesses. It is observed that the surface 
conductivity of the split mica is much greater than unsplit mica. 
The systematic variation in surface conductivity with thickness indicates 
tbat tbe contribution of volume effect could not be totally eliminated. 
From table 1 it is seen, however, that the ~ffect of thickness is not 

TABLE 1. SURPACIl CONDUCTIVITY OF 

UNSPUT MICA 

Thickness Surface 
Sample conductivity 

mm mho 

Muscovite D.9SB 8.00.10-" 

Mica 0.432 8.oox 10-" 

0.216 8.70 x 10-" 

0.178 9.00 X 10-'1 

PblOIDpite 0.889 4.00.11)-1' 

Miea 0.140 5.97.1tJ-U 
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T AnT F. 2. SURFACE CONDUCTIVITY OF 

FRBSHJ.Y SPLIT MICA 

S.m~le 

Ruby MuscovIte 
Before splitting 
After splitting 

Phlogopile Mica 
Refol't'sphttmg 
Afler sphltmg 

Thiekn ... 
mm 

0.254 
o 16S 
0102 
0.076 

0051 

0.148 
0089 
0076 
0.061 

Surface 
conduci ivity 

mho 

8.00 x 10-" 
J.OOx 10 11 

476x10-" 

6.70xI0-" 
8.33 x 10-" 

S.97x I()-" 
. 1.4OxIo-" 

1.30.10-" 
4.24'\(IO-u 

so much as to decrease surface conductivity hy decades as observed for 
freshly split mica specimens, 

The increase in surface conductivity of mica on splitting indicates the 
presence of some conducting layer on their surface. From Met'ik'~ 
(1959-60) observation we know that partiy bound water molecules arr 
present on the surface of freshly split mica. These water molecules 
might be responsible for the increase in surface conuuctivity. They 
have also been found earlier (nhar 1966) to mcrea.e the dissipation 
factor of freshly split mmcovite mic". 

Table 3 shows the results of the slIrface conductivity of a few 
mica immediately ,,[ter spliltin~ and drying for 24 hours in a desircator. 

TARtE 3. EFFECT OF STORING ON SURFACE 

CnNIRlCTiVT1'Y OF FRESHLY S.PLTT MICA 

Sample 

-------
Ruby 
MUIICOVltc 

Green 
MUSCOVite 

Phlogoplle 

Surface conductivity 
mho 

ImmedlOtely Before 24 houn 
,phtlmg .fter .fter 'plitting spbttlng 

------- --~-----

8.70 XIO-l' 1.56 x 10--11 1.56" 10-" 
(0,216) (0.076) (0.076) 

R,OO ,< 10-14 2.86x 10- u 1.12 )(10-" 
(0.432) (0.089) (0.089) 

600 X 10--1'1 1.37 X 10-'0 2.30)( 10-" 
(0140) (0.064) (0,064) 

f18U,"" within brackets in tables 3 and 5 indicale thickno:s., 
of the sampl"'in mm. 
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It Is obslll'\led that drying in a desiccator decreases the surface conductivity. 
5imdar decrease in dissipation factor on storing as well as drying 
freahly split muscovite mica has been observed earlier (Dhar 1966). 
I\s explained earlier evaporation of the surface moisture during storage 
IS well as leakage of charge over the aurfaces might be responsible 
for the change. 

The presence of a fluid medium on the surface of • freshly split 
roica is corroborated from the results reported in table 4, which des-

TABLB 4. FLASHOVER VOLTAGE OF 

FRBSHLY SPUT MICA 

Sampl. 

Ruby Muscov,t. 
Bef.". splitting 
After splitting 
Groen Ruscovite 
Borore splitting 
Mler •• plitling 

Thickn .. s 
mm 

0.700 
0.140 

0.597 
0.127 

Flashover 
voltage 

kv 

9.S 
6.1 

8.0 
6.0 

aibo. the average voltage flashover at 50 cps of freahly split mica for a 
surface spacing gap of 25 mm. The flashover voltage is aliected by the 
nature of the solid surface; particularly the presence of moi.ture on 
the surface decresses the flashover voltage. 

A few mica samples were heated at 130'C for 24 hours, dried In a 
desiccator for the same period and then the surface conductivity was 
~etermined. The mica sample was then split and the surface conduc
tivity redetermined. The results reported in table 5 show that the 

TABLE 5. EFFBCT OF INITIAL HBATING 

ON BUiU'AC~ CONDUCTIVITY OF 

FlESHLY SPUT MICA 

Sample 

~te 
GreeD 
M .... ovite 

Pblo8oplte 

Surface conductivity 
mho 

Borore splitting After splitting 

9.04 x 10-" 3.89 x IO-n 
(0.292) (0.102) 

1.71 x 10-" 1.34 x 10-11 

(0.798) (0.190) 

1.80 X 10'" 1.15 x 10'" 
(0.535) (0.064) 
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initial heating of mica before splitting did not affect the surface conduc
tivity on splitting, In other words, interlaminar moisture could not be 
expelled on heating the mica sample at 130'C. 

The surface conductivity, as, is related to the volume conductiviy, 
"fr, of the surface layer by the relation 

"3 = avo t (McIIhagger & Salthouse 1965). 

Where t is the thickness of the layer. The volume conductivity 0 f 
water is about \0-' mho cm- 1 and the surface conductivity of freshly 
split mica is of the order of 10-11 mho. This gives a layer thickness 
of the order of 1000 'A or about 350 molecular layer of water on the 
surface of freshly split mica. But a film of this thickness is unreasonable 
(Yager & Morgan 1931). To bring the film thickness to a reasonable 
level, the volume conductivity of film should be much higher than 10-0 

mho cm- 1., This is possible if the film is charged and it is then compatible 
with the observation of Metsik that there are electrically charged areas 
on the surface of a freshly cleaved mica. 

The author expresses his grateful thanks to Shri R. K. Tandan, 
Scientist-In-Charge, Division of Electricity, National Physical Laboratoray, 
New Delhi, for keen interest and helpful discussion. 
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